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Abstra t
Symbols should be grounded, as has been argued before. But we insist that they should be
grounded not only in subsymboli a tivities, but also in the intera tion between the agent and the
world. The point is that on epts are not formed in isolation (from the world), in abstra tion, or
\obje tively". They are formed in relation to the experien e of agents, through their per eptual/motor apparatuses, in their world and linked to their goals and a tions.
In this paper, we will take a detailed look at this relatively old issue, using a new perspe tive,
aided by our new work of omputational ognitive model development. To further our understanding, we also go ba k in time to link up with earlier philosophi al theories related to this issue. The
result is an a ount that extends from omputational me hanisms to philosophi al abstra tions.
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Introdu tion

Symbols and symbol manipulation have been entral to ognitive s ien e (Newell and Simon 1976,
Minsky 1983, Fodor 1975, Fodor and Pylyshyn 1988). But the disembodied nature of traditional symboli systems has been troubling many ognitive s ientists (Searle 1980, Chur hland 1986, Winograd
and Flores 1987, Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1987, Agre 1988, Waltz 1990, Werts h 1991, Bi khard 1993,
Varela et al 1993, Sun 1994, Freeman 1995). One remedy that has been proposed is symbol grounding,
that is, onne ting symbols to lower-level sensory-motor pro edures and thus rooting the abstra t in
the on rete (Harnad 1990, Barsalou 1999).
In this paper, we will take a detailed look at this old issue. Aided by our new work on omputational
(in a broad sense) ognitive modeling, whi h we have previously published extensively on (Sun 1997,
Sun and Peterson 1998 a, b, Sun et al 1998 a, b), we hope to further our understanding of this issue.
We will do so by utilizing a on rete example of a model that o ers a new perspe tive on matters
related to this issue and beyond. The new ideas to be o ered from this model in lude the hypothesis
of dual pro esses (mediated and unmediated intera tion), bottom-up learning (a two-stage pro ess
of learning symboli representation), and symbol grounding in dire t \ omportment". Armed with
our new perspe tive, we will also go ba k in time, to link up with traditional philosophi al a ounts
relevant to this issue, su h as Heidegger (1927a).
My main points an be summarized as follows. Symbols should be grounded, as has been argued for many years. But we insist that they should be grounded not only in subsymboli a tivities
(subsymboli \representation"), but also in the dire t intera tion between the agent and the world.
The point is that on epts, whi h symbols represent, are not formed in isolation (from the world), in
abstra tion, or \obje tively". They are formed in relation to the life-world of agents, through the pereptual/motor apparatuses of agents, linked to their goals, needs, and a tions. This view is argued on
the basis of Heideggerian philosophy, whi h emphasizes the prima y of dire t, unmediated intera tion
between agents and the world. Symboli representation and on epts are derived from su h dire t
intera tion. Pre isely in this sense, an symbols really be grounded. We will show how this an be
a hieved omputationally.
The remainder of this paper is a detailed a ount that extends from omputational (in a broad
sense) me hanisms to philosophi al abstra tions. In se tion 2, I will review the traditional notions of
symbols, representation, and so on, and identify their important properties. In se tion 3, I will o er a
theoreti al perspe tive on these issues that remedies short omings of traditional approa hes, drawing
ideas from Heideggerian philosophy. In se tion 4, the me hanisti ( omputational) underpinning of
this perspe tive will be analyzed and viable implementations suggested. In se tion 5, the framework
thus far outlined will be analyzed in light of the issues raised in the rst se tion. In se tion 6, further
dis ussions will omplete the paper.
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Symbols and Representation: Some Ba kground

In this se tion, I will review some ba kground notions needed in our dis ussion, in luding the notions
of symbols and representation. I will try to larify a few possible onfusions and lay the foundation
for later exposition of our new perspe tive (and our new models). In so doing, I will identify a few
relevant properties of ea h of these notions, all of whi h I will utilize later on.
2

2.1

Symbols

Symbols have been a mainstay of ognitive s ien e (ever sin e its early in arnations as information
pro essing psy hology and AI in the 1950's). The idea is based on the notion of omputation as
ommonly understood in the early days (so in some sense, it is based on a simplisti and narrowly
on eived notion of omputation). Computation onsists of input, output, retrieval, storage, and
manipulation of symbols (su h as inside a von Neuman digital omputer); a sequen e of spe i ed steps
a omplishes a omputational task, su h as numeri al al ulation. Cognition is understood in mu h
the same way, as onsisting of input/output, storage/retrieval, and symbol manipulation. The most
important part of this is, of ourse, the manipulation of symbols that hanges symbol stru tures that
stand for mental states. Be ause of the use of this omputer metaphor, ognition is per eived as a
sequen e of expli it and lear- ut steps involving nothing but symbols.
Later, the physi al symbol system hypothesis introdu ed by Newell and Simon (1976) learly arti ulated this \vision" and alled for a on entrated resear h program along the symbol manipulation line.
They laimed that \symbols lie at the root of intelligent a tion". They de ned, as the fundamental
building blo k of the s ien e of the mind, physi al symbol systems:
A physi al symbol system onsists of a set of entities, alled symbols, whi h are physi al
patterns that an o ur as omponents of another type of entity alled an expression
(symbol stru ture). Thus a symbol stru ture is omposed of a number of instan es (or
tokens) of symbols related in some physi al way (su h as one token being next to another).
They further laimed that symbols an designate arbitrarily: \a symbol may be used to designate any
expression whatsoever"; \it is not pres ribed a priori what expressions it an designate." \There exist
pro esses for reating any expression and for modifying any expression in arbitrary ways". Based on
that, they on luded: \A physi al symbol system has the ne essary and suÆ ient means for general
intelligent a tion", whi h is the famed physi al symbol system hypothesis (where we take \general
intelligent a tion" to mean the full range of human intelligent behavior; Newell and Simon 1976).
Clearly, a physi al symbol system is an abstra ted view of a digital omputer (that is, it is an instan e
of a Turing ma hine, whi h is hypothesized in turn by Turing to be able to apture any \ omputational pro ess"; see Turing 1950). Now the loop is almost omplete: If you believe in some kind of
universality of \ omputation" (espe ially in ognition), and if you believe in Turing's hypothesis (the
universality of Turing ma hines), then you are naturally in lined to believe in the physi al symbol
system hypothesis (be ause of the fa t that physi al symbol systems, as de ned by Newell and Simon,
are Turing equivalent).
The physi al symbol system hypothesis has spawned (and was used to justify) enormous resear h
e ort in traditional AI and ognitive s ien e. This approa h (i.e., lassi al ognitivism) typi ally uses
dis rete symbols as primitives, and performs symbol manipulation in a sequential and deliberative
manner. Although this view ame to dominan e in AI and ognitive s ien e for a while, it has been
steadily re eiving riti isms from various sour es (for example, from Dreyfus 1972, Dreyfus and Dreyfus
1987, Winograd and Flores 1987, Bi khard 1993, and Searle 1980). They fo used on the disembodied
abstra tness of this approa h. In response to su h riti isms, Vera and Simon (1993) presented a
modi ed version of physi al symbol systems as follows: \A physi al symbol system is built from a
set of elements, alled symbols, whi h may be formed into symboli stru tures by means of a set
of relations." \A physi al symbol system intera t with its environment in two ways: (1) it re eives
sensory stimuli from the environment that it onverts into symbol stru tures in memory; and (2)
3

it a ts upon the environment in ways determined by symbol stru tures that it produ es." It \has a
set of information pro esses that form symbol stru tures as a fun tion of sensory stimuli" as well as
\produ e symbol stru tures that ause motor a tions". Clearly, in this new version, they tried to put
more spins on sensory-motor onne tions, through whi h (they hope) symbols an be put in onta t
with the world. Can any of these two versions of the physi al symbol system hypothesis justify the
laim to universality? Can the new version sustain better the laim?
In this regard, let us look into a basi question: What are symbols after all? \Symbols are
patterns", a ording to the new version of Vera and Simon (1993), in the sense that \pairs of them
an be ompared and pronoun ed alike or di erent." Patterns are symbols when \they an designate
or denote". Then, the question be omes: What is the di eren e between symbols and, say, pi tures?
A ording to the old version of the physi al symbol system hypothesis, their answer would be that
symbols, di erent from non-symbols su h as pi tures, an designate arbitrarily; a ording to the new
version, however, their answer is likely to be that there is really no di eren e. The old version seems
overly restri tive: Why do we restri t ourselves to a parti ular type of pattern and forego the others?
How an we believe that su h a restri ted type of pattern is ne essary and suÆ ient for ognition?
The new version seems overly liberal: If anything is a symbol, then of ourse ognition an be modeled
by symbol manipulation; it be omes a tautology and thus trivially true.
In order to pinpoint pre isely what a symbol is, we should abstra t its essential hara teristi s.
Those hara teristi s that are at issue here are the following: (1) arbitrariness: whether a pattern
(or a sign) has an intrinsi meaning or not; and (2) synta ti ity: whether a set of patterns or signs
an be arbitrarily and systemati ally ombined in a language-like manner (i.e., whether they have the
ompositionality and systemati ity found in human languages). These two hara teristi s onstitute
ne essary onditions for a pattern (or a sign) to be a symbol. 1 It is important to emphasize the
distin tion between the two di erent notions: signs (generi patterns) and symbols, whi h Peir e
made lear a entury ago (see Peir e 1955). To quote from Peir e (1955):
A sign is either an i on, an index, or a symbol. An i on is a sign whi h would possess the
hara ter whi h renders it signi ant, even though its obje t has no existen e; su h as a
lead-pen il streak as representing a geometri al line. An index is a sign whi h would, at
on e, lose the hara ter whi h makes it a sign if its obje t were removed, but would not lose
that hara ter if there were no interpretant. Su h, for instan e, is a pie e of mould with
a bullet-hole in it as sign of a shot...... A symbol is a sign whi h would lose the hara ter
whi h renders it a sign if there were no interpretant. Su h is any utteran e of spee h whi h
signi es what it does only by virtue of its being understood to have that signi ation.
Be ause of the nonsensi al onsequen e of the new version of \symbols", we will have to rely on the
old version (Newell and Simon 1976).
Whether symbols are ne essary and suÆ ient for a ounting for ognition is not a settled matter.
However, almost nobody disputes that some form of symbols, in onne tionist, lassi al, or some other
ways, is needed for a ounting for high-level ognition, for example, language and reasoning. Even
radi al onne tionists a ept that symbols may emerge from dynami intera tion of elements of a
1
This had been the way symbols were ommonly on eived in the ognitive s ien e ommunity (Collins and Smith
1988, Posner 1989), until when the use of symbols and the physi al symbol system hypothesis begun to ome under
atta k from onne tionists (Be htel and Abrahamsen 1991, Chalmers 1990, Clark 1993, Sun and Bookman 1994) and
situated ognition advo ates (Lave 1988, Su hman 1987, Agre 1988, Brooks 1991, Brooks and Stein 1994). Then, all of
a sudden, the de nition of symbols was drasti ally altered and enlarged (whi h renders the notion useless).
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network (or a dynami system in general). I do not make any laim here as to what form symbols
should be in, but that there should be some for obvious reasons (Sun 1994). 2
2.2

Representation

Classi al ognitivism believes that an agent has an internal opy, an expli it model of some sort, of
the external world. In that model, there are internal states that en ode external states in the world
(Fodor and Pylyshyn 1988). Cognition is a omplished by developing, maintaining, and modifying
these internal states, aka, representation (whi h is the basi tenet of representationalism). A ording
to the analysis by Peir e (1955), a representational system onsists of, or an be analyzed into, representational media, representational entities (i.e., what onstitutes a representation), representational
semanti s (or referen es, i.e., what is being represented).
To understand hara teristi s of (expli it) representation (as in traditional ognitive s ien e; Fodor
1975, Collins and Smith 1988), we an identify the following synta ti properties: First of all, su h
representation is expli it. This is be ause, without this requirement of expli itness, everything is a
representation and thus the tenet of representationalism be omes meaningless. For example, a tennis
ball has a representation of for es hitting it and traje tories it ies through, sin e it an respond to
for es and y through spa e; a ar has a representation of roads and driving movements of its driver,
sin e it an follow the driver's dire tion and stay on the road (Port and van Gelder 1995). Thus, the
representation thesis (representationalism) be omes trivially true in this way. Se ond, expli it representation is pun tate: It onsists of learly delineatable items. Third, it is also elaborate: It ontains
mu h detail, even though it may not be a omplete model. 3 Forth, expli it representation, as has been
traditionally used, is symboli and ompositional. Note that, although expli it representation need not
be symboli in the full sense of the term (ex eptions in lude imagery, analogue, and so on), almost all
the existing representational models and systems in traditional ognitive s ien e were symboli (see
Anderson 1983, Minsky 1983, Klahr et al 1987 and Davis 1990 for a ounts of traditional systems).
4 In addition, expli it representation is semanti ally spe i able: Ea h parti ular representation an
have a spe i meaning as (arbitrarily) assigned, and meanings are ompositional too.
There are many possibilities in terms of manipulating (expli it) representation. Symbol manipulation is the prime andidate for su h a task. The ompositionality of the syntax and semanti s of
expli it representation makes it easy to onstru t a omputational pro edure to manipulate representation and keep tra k of referen es and meanings. There are also other possibilities; for example,
onne tionist models or neural networks an be somewhat suitable for manipulating representation
(see Chalmers 1989, Be htel and Abrahamsen 1991, Clark 1993, Sun and Bookman 1994).
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Only for reason of onvenien e, I used lo alist en oding of symbols in my model (Sun 1994, 1997), whi h will be
dis ussed later on.
3
A parti ular version of representationalism advan ed by Fodor (1980) is that mental states are represented by
propositional attitudes, whi h in lude propositions and the agent's relations to them, des ribed in sentential (linguisti )
forms.
4
Note that if it is symboli , it must be ompositional; if it is not, it an still be, and often is, ompositional, as we
see in existing models.
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2.3

Intentionality

One of the most important questions on erning representation is the following: In virtue of what
does representation have or a quire its meanings or signi ation? How does it ome to represent what
it purports to represent? 5 As we dis ussed earlier, it is doubtful that an arbitrarily onstru ted
symboli representation an suÆ e, by itself, to a ount for ognition, when only omplex relations
among symbols are involved (Newell and Simon 1976). Clearly, meanings an hardly lie solely in
symbols and their interrelations. How is it possible to move from the notion of meaning as arbitrary
designation to a notion of \intrinsi " meaning? In other words, how do we relate representation to
whatever is out there in the world, in an intrinsi way? No argument more learly demonstrates
this point than Searle's Chinese Room argument (Searle 1980). The issue brought to light by this
argument is intentionality. That is, our mental states and mental representation are about something.
Mere symbols, as pointed out by Searle (1980), have no intentional ontent and thus annot apture
ognition adequately.
Cognitive s ien e, espe ially AI, has been grappling with the issue of intentionality ever sin e the
publi ation of Searle's (1980) argument. 6 Where may an answer to these questions lie? I would
venture to suggest a few possible pla es that we may go to look for answers. These pla es in lude:
(1) The existential experien e of ognitive agents, individually or olle tively, espe ially (but not exlusively) their everyday a tivities; (2) their fun tional pre-dispositions in su h a tivities (whi h are
a quired through evolutionary and other pro esses), in luding the biologi al substrates that embody
their representational stru tures, fun tional apa ities, and behavioral propensities. 7 Symbol grounding in the sense of linking symbols (symboli representation) to lower-level (subsymboli ) pro esses
(Harnad 1990) provides a partial answer to the intentionality question. But it does not fully answer
the question. This is be ause the issue of how grounded symbols, and asso iated subsymboli pro esses, a quire their intentional ontent remains. I would like to argue that, instead of being narrowly
and te hni ally on eived, symbol grounding should be understood in a broadened ontext in order to
fully address the intentionality question, whi h is at the heart of the matter.
Let us look into some details of this position.

3

Everyday A tivities and Symbol Grounding

What is the stru ture of everyday experien e of ognitive agents? How is representation a quired in
that experien e? Where do its meanings lie?
Let us draw some ideas from phenomenologi al philosophers su h as Martin Heidegger (1927 a,
b) and Mauri e Merleau-Ponty (1962, 1963) (and also Dewey 1958, Gibson 1950, 1979, Rorty 1979,
1991, Bi khard 1993, Bruner 1995). What is parti ularly interesting is the notion of being-in-the-world
(Heidegger 1927, King 1964, Dreyfus 1992, Okrent 1996). The idea is that our existen e in the world,
or our being-in-the-world, is fundamental to us, to our being what we are. Being-in-the-world entails
that we onstantly intera t with the world in a natural, immediate, and non-re e tive (i.e., re exive)
5
We ould, for example, use the word \party" to mean anything from \a politi al organization" to \an informal
gathering", or even \highway onstru tion" (if we de ide to interpret it arbitrarily).
6
Admittedly, though, some unfortunately adopt the ostri h strategy with the belief that if one ignores the argument,
it will go away.
7
This position is similar to, but onsiderably weaker than, Searle's own view: he thinks that biologi al systems have
some spe ial properties that are the basis of their intentionality, whi h annot be aptured by omputational systems.
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way, in our everyday a tivities in the world. It is believed that su h \mindless" everyday a tivities or
oping with the world (on top of our biologi al pre-endowment) is the basis of our high-level thinking
and its intentionality. 8
A ording to Heidegger, our everyday oping with the world presupposes a ba kground of ommon,
everyday pra ti es (Dreyfus 1972, 1982, 1992). The \ba kground of pra ti es" (Dreyfus 1992) is
not represented, in an expli it and elaborate fashion (su h as what we see in traditional symboli
representation, e.g., in the rule base of an expert system; f. Anderson 1983, Klahr et al 1987), whi h
spells out every detail and every minute variation of every possible situation (Carnap 1969), but is
assumed in our omportment toward the world. In other words, the most important and fundamental
part of our mind is embodied and embedded, not expli itly represented, and thus it is not dire tly and
expli itly a essible to our ( riti al) re e tion.
Another important theoreti al notion is behavioral stru ture (or form; Merleau-Ponty 1963, Madison 1981). Mauri e Merleau-Ponty extended Heidegger's notions, emphasizing the important role of
the stru tural whole in the understanding of agents. It is not just external situations and internal rea tions, but the stru tural onne tion that links the two that matters (the a ordan e and the e e tivity,
in Gibsonian parlan e; Turvey 1992). Situations and rea tions are linked on the basis of their shared
parti ipation in stru tures that are omprised of agents and the world (for further dis ussions, see
also Hammond et al 1995, Hut hins 1995, Ballard 1991, Zhang and Norman 1994, Agre and Horswill
1997). 9 A ording to Merleau-Ponty, in su h stru tures there lies the key to the understanding of
meanings or signi ation of agent's behavior.
3.1

Comportment

Heidegger (1927 a, b) proposed that there is a primordial kind of omportment in an agent that dire tly
involves the agent with the world, without the mediation of (expli it) representation. It is a pattern
of dire t intera tion between the agent and its environment, the world. As he put it, \ omportment
has the stru ture of dire ting-oneselves-toward, of being-dire ted-toward." (Heidegger 1927b). This
term is meant to apture the dire t two-way intera tion of an agent and its world (the \diale ti s";
Merleau-Ponty 1963).
Let us explore this notion further to better understand the intera tion and the mutual dependen y between an agent and its world (at the sub on eptual level; Smolensky 1988). First of all,
omportment is dire t and unmediated. Thus it is free from representationalist baggage. In other
words, omportment does not ne essarily involve, or presuppose, (expli it) representation and all the
problems and issues asso iated with expli it representation (as dis ussed earlier). To the ontrary,
(expli it) representation, and relations between mental states and their obje ts, presuppose the existen e of omportment. Dire t and unmediated omportment is in fa t the ondition of possibility of
all representation. Comportment, a ording to Heidegger (1927a), \makes possible every intentional
relation to beings" and \pre edes every possible mode of a tivity in general", prior to (expli it) beliefs,
prior to (expli it) knowledge, and prior to (expli it) on eptual thinking (Heidegger 1927a). That is,
8

The term \everyday a tivities" as used here does not in lude all everyday a tivities, but those that are rea tive
and routine-like. Certain a tivities that we perform everyday an rely heavily on high-level thinking, for example, if we
dis uss mathemati s everyday. We do not in lude su h ex eptions in our de nition of everyday a tivities (as in Dreyfus
1992).
9
Temporal and spatial patterns (i.e., stru tures) an be formed in behavior to link various external situations to
various rea tions and vi e versa, and the patterns/stru tures thus formed determine the essential features of an agent.
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omportment is primary. The mistake of the traditional approa hes lies in the fa t that they treat (expli it) knowledge and its orrelates as primary instead, and thus they turn the priority upside-down;
in so doing, \every a t of dire ting oneself toward something re eives [wrongly℄ the hara teristi s of
knowing" (Heidegger 1927b). This is in essen e the problem of lassi al ognitivism, in luding the
diÆ ulties with nature of representation, intentionality, ons iousness, and so on. On the other hand,
in the real world, agents \ x their beliefs not only in their heads but in their worlds, as they attune
themselves di erently to di erent parts of the world as a result of their experien e" (Sanders 1996).
Heidegger's philosophy es hewed the traditional internal/external di hotomy (Be htel 1988, Polla k 1989) and, in its stead, posited a primordial way of intera tion (\ omportment"), dire t and
unmediated, as a foundation upon whi h ognitive pro esses (in luding high-level on eptual thinking) an exist. Being-in-the-world thus serves as a fo al point of a di erent way of thinking about
ognition. However, this is not at all to deny the existen e of representation. To the ontrary, highlevel on eptual thinking involving (expli it) representation (as studied extensively in ognitive s ien e
and AI) does appear, but it is not as prevalent and as basi as readily assumed in lassi al ognitivism.
It o urs only in more unusual ir umstan es.
It is useful to point out that omportment that we are talking about is not exa tly the same
as \embodiment" that has been advo ated as the key to understanding human ognition. Lako
and Johnson (see Lako and Johnson 1980 and Johnson 1987) have been putting forth a view that
ognition is largely determined by the bodily basis of ognitive agents: The bodily s hemata get
abstra ted and mapped onto all other domains and all other ognitive pro esses. Interpreted based on
that position, an obje t should not be understood and represented in terms of its shape, olor, or any
other stati features, but should be approa hed in terms of what an agent an do with it (Glenberg
1997). However, although these ideas are on the right tra k, they leave open too many possibilities.
For example, there are too many di erent uses we an make of a up: We an drink from it, we an
use it to store o ee, tea, water, powder, oins, paper lips, or business ards, we an hold it in our
hands, we an put it on top of our heads, we an stand on it, or we an play tri ks with it. Its uses are
unlimited. How an an agent stru ture its understanding around so many di erent possibilities? The
key here, I believe, is what an agent usually, routinely, re exively do with an obje t in its everyday
life (amidst the \ ontexture of fun tionality"), i.e., the ommon and dire t dealing with an obje t,
whi h is what we all omportment (of an agent) toward an obje t (i.e., being-with-things; Heidegger
1927a). Su h omportment (or everyday routine dealing) with obje ts is the basis of how an agent
approa hes obje ts.
It is also important to note that in our view of omportment, there is no elaborate stru ture
or network that expli itly en odes out omes, enabling onditions, and other related information (as
in Bi khard 1998, whi h presents an alternative view). In some versions of situated ognition or
intera tivism (su h as Bi khard 1998, Cherian and Troxell 1995), ertain elaborate networks of pointers
or other me hanisms are devised that relate di erent internal states in terms of their interrelations
in a tion sele tion. Although they started out in the right dire tion, su h s hemes unfortunately fell
right ba k into the representationalist trap and failed to apture the dire t and unmediated nature
of omportment. (For possible omputational pro esses that are dire t and unmediated, see the next
se tion.)
Dire t and unmediated omportment has been variously referred to as rea tive routines, rea tive
skills, routine a tivities, everyday a tivities, ongoing intera tion, everyday oping, and so on, in the
work of e.g. Agre (1988), Chapman (1991), Dreyfus (1991), and Lave (1988). They have also been
8

lassi ed as sub on eptual \representation" (in the broadest sense of the term \representation"; Smolensky 1988, Sun 1994). Brooks (1991), Maes and Brooks (1990), Agre (1988), and Chapman
(1991) attempted to implement omportment in a variety of on rete ways, albeit without learning or
development (more on learning later).
3.2

Con eptual Pro esses and Representation

Evidently, omportment is intentional only in the sense that it dire ts an agent to obje ts in the
world as part of a \natural" stru ture (Merleau-Ponty 1963). Su h intentionality of an agent is not
qualitatively di erent from that of a tennis ball or a ar (see the dis ussion of both earlier). This kind of
\pre-representational" (i.e., impli it) pattern of intera tion with the world serves as the foundation of
how an agent relates to its environment in its everyday a tivities and, more importantly, also serves as
the foundation of more omplex forms of intentionality. Expli it representation an only be formed on
top of primordial omportment; expli it representation is se ondary, or derivative, and its intentional
ontent is derived from dire t omportment with the world.
As argued in Sun (1997) and Sun et al (1999), there is ample psy hologi al eviden e pointing to
\bottom-up" learning that goes from omportment to on eptual, symboli representation. Several
lines of resear h demonstrate that agents an learn omplex skilled a tivities without rst obtaining
(a large amount of) expli it knowledge (e.g., Berry and Broadbent 1988, Stanley et al 1989, Lewi ki
et al 1992, Willingham et al 1989, Reber 1989, Karmilo -Smith 1986, S ha ter 1987). In resear h on
impli it learning, Berry and Broadbent (1988), Willingham et al (1989), and Reber (1989) demonstrate
a disso iation between expli itly represented knowledge and performan e in a variety of tasks, in luding
dynami ontrol tasks (Berry and Broadbent 1988), arti ial grammar learning tasks (Reber 1989),
and serial rea tion time tasks (Willingham et al 1989). Berry and Broadbent (1988) argue that agents
an learn to perform the task without being provided a priori expli it knowledge and without being
able to expli itly verbalize the rules they used to perform the task. This indi ates that skills are
not ne essarily a ompanied by expli it knowledge. Willingham et al (1989) similarly demonstrate
that performan e is not always pre eded by expli it knowledge in human skill learning, and show that
they are not ne essarily orrelated either. There are indi ations that expli it knowledge may arise
from skilled a tivities in some ir umstan es (see Stanley et al 1989). Using a dynami ontrol task,
Stanley et al. (1989) found that the development of expli it knowledge paralleled but lagged behind
the development of skilled performan e.
Similar laims on erning the development of performan e prior to the development of expli it
knowledge have surfa ed in a number of other resear h areas and provided additional support for
the bottom-up pro ess. Impli it memory resear h (e.g., S ha ter 1987) demonstrates a disso iation
between expli it and impli it memories in that an agent's performan e an improve by virtue of impli it
\retrieval" from memory and the agent an be unaware of the pro ess. Instrumental onditioning is
typi ally non-verbal and involves the formation of a tion sequen es without expli it knowledge. It
may be applied to simple organisms as well as humans (Glu k and Bower 1988). In developmental
psy hology, Karmilo -Smith (1986) proposes the idea of \representational redes ription". During
development, low-level impli it knowledge is transformed into expli it representation and thereby
made more a essible. This pro ess is bottom-up.
Note that the generation of low-level omportment during ontogenesis is determined by, at least,
the following two important fa tors: (1) Stru tures in the external world as per eived by the agent,
9

whi h in turn depends on urrent stru tures in the agent and therefore on the (ontogeneti and
phylogeneti ) history of the agent/world intera tion, and (2) innate \biases", or built-in onstraints and
predispositions, whi h also depend on the (ontogeneti and phylogeneti ) history of the agent/world
intera tion. In turn, the generation of high-level stru tures (i.e., on eptual representation, with
symbols) is, to a signi ant extent, determined by low-level stru tures, plus so io ultural in uen es
(espe ially through signs/symbols existing and employed in a given ulture). 10
On this view, high-level on eptual, symboli representation is rooted, or grounded, in low-level
behavior ( omportment) from whi h it obtains its meanings and for whi h it provides support and
explanations. The rootedness/groundedness is guaranteed by the way high-level representation is produ ed: It is, in the main, extra ted out of low-level behavioral stru tures. Even ulturally transmitted
symbols have to be linked up, within the mind of an individual agent, with low-level pro esses in order
to be e e tive.
It is worth noting that on eptual, symboli representation so formed is in general formed in a
fun tionally relevant way, in relations to everyday a tivities of agents. In other words, in general it
must bear ertain existential and/or biologi al signi an e to agents and be in the servi e of agents'
a tivities. The world is of su h a high (or even an in nitely high) dimensionality, and thus there an
be no totally obje tive way of per eiving/ on eiving it (due to the omplexity), ex ept in relation to
what an agent has to do with it in everyday a tivities. Learning symboli representation on the basis
of omportment provides agents with a viable way of basing their on eptual representation on their
everyday a tivities in a fun tionally relevant way. 11
The existen e of expli it representation, or at least its importan e, has been denied, or downplayed,
by many advo ates of (strong forms of) situated ognition and intera tivism (e.g., Su hman 1987,
Brooks 1991, Bi khard 1993, Port and van Gelder 1995). The existen e of expli it representation
(but not its paramount role) has in fa t been argued for by a number of resear hers, persuasively, I
believe. See e.g. Markman and Dietri h (1998) and Smith et al (1992). Here I take the more \e le ti "
position that a knowledges representation is important while maintaining that it is mediated by dire t
omportment.
3.3

A Dual Pro ess Theory

This analysis boils down to the dual pro ess theory (i.e., the dual-level hypothesis; Sun 1994). In
one of my previous books (entitled Integrating Rules and Conne tionism for Robust Commonsense
Reasoning; Sun 1994), I put forth the following hypothesis (in whi h the word \knowledge" should be
broadly interpreted):
It is assumed in this work that ognitive pro esses are arried out in two distin t levels
with qualitatively di erent pro essing me hanisms. Ea h level en odes a fairly omplete
set of knowledge for its pro essing, and the overage of the two sets of knowledge en oded
by the two levels overlaps substantially.
10

Culture also has the role of stru turing ( onstraining) the intera tion of an individual agent with the world through
the mediating tools, signs, and other ultural artifa ts, and thus it a e ts low-level stru tures too, although to a lesser
extent. In ontrast to Vygotsky (1962), though, I would emphasize equally internally generated signs/symbols and
externally transmitted ones.
11
In addition, of ourse, biologi al pre-endowment in agents (a quired through evolutionary pro esses) may also provide
them with some ways of pi king out relevant information. The two aspe ts may intera t losely in forming on eptual
representation.
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This idea is losely related to some well-known di hotomies in ognitive s ien e: the di hotomy of
symboli vs. subsymboli pro essing (Rumelhart and M Clelland 1986), the di hotomy of on eptual
vs. sub on eptual pro essing (Smolensky 1988), the di hotomy of expli it vs. impli it learning (Reber
1989, Berry and Broadbent 1988, Lewi ki et al 1992), the di hotomy of ontrolled vs. automati
pro essing (Shi rin and S hneider 1977, S hneider and Oliver 1991), and the di hotomy of de larative
and pro edural knowledge (Anderson 1983). However, di erent from some of these di hotomies, I went
further in positing separate and simultaneous existen e of multiple levels (i.e., separate pro essors),
ea h of whi h embodies one side of a di hotomy ( f. Grossberg 1987). Therefore, in this work, the
two sides of a di hotomy are not simply two ends of a spe trum, or two levels of analysis of the same
underlying system. But they are two separate, although losely onne ted, systems.
In the urrent ontext, the two distin t levels are termed, respe tively, the on eptual level and
the sub on eptual level, following the usage by Smolensky (1988). The two levels en ode similar and
omparable ontent (or \knowledge" in a broad sense). But they en ode their ontent in di erent
ways. One works in a omportment-like way while the other in an expli it, symboli , and on eptual
way. They also utilize di erent pro essing me hanisms. Thus, they an have qualitatively di erent
avors, although they an fun tion together. The reason for having the two levels, or any other similar
ombination of omponents, is that these di erent levels an potentially work together synergisti ally,
supplementing and omplementing ea h other in a variety of di erent ways (as demonstrated in Sun
1994, 1997, Sun and Peterson 1998 a, b). 12 I have argued for the two-level hypothesis extensively
before, based on a variety of eviden e (see, e.g., Sun 1995, 1997). So I will not repeat the arguments
here.

4

Computational Analysis of Everyday A tivities

Let me brie y sket h a pi ture of the me hanisti underpinning of this theory, that is, an ar hite ture
for a model of the mind. 13 I want to put together here some basi ingredients. First of all, the new
approa h should start small, with only minimum built-in initial stru tures in an agent. Some of these
initial stru tures have to do with \pre-wired" re exes, or predisposition for developing su h re exes,
that is, geneti and biologi al pre-endowment. Some others have to do with learning apabilities, sin e
most of the stru tures in ognition will have to be onstru ted in a gradual, in remental fashion, during
the ourse of individual ontogenesis (so one might view this as a onstru tivist approa h, although
di erent from the Piagetian approa h; f. Inhelder and Piaget 1958). The development of stru tures
is based on intera tion with the world (i.e., based on being-in-the-world, in luding both the physi al
world and the so ial/ ultural world). The intera tion prompts the formation of various low-level
stru tures in behavior, whi h in turn lead to the emergen e of high-level on eptual representation.
In developing this approa h, onne tionist models are utilized, in a properly generalized form, as
the basi unifying medium in implementation, and as a guiding metaphor for onstru ting hypotheses,
models, and theories (Sun 1994, 1995, Sun and Bookman 1994), be ause of the many appealing
properties of su h models (Smolensky 1988, Be htel and Abrahamsen 1991, Clark 1993) and be ause
of the fa t that it en ompasses both symboli approa hes and dynami al system approa hes (Port and
van Gelder 1995).
12

See Sun (1997) and Sun et al (1999) regarding this synergy hypothesis.
This is what I believe to be needed for an integrative ognitive s ien e that seeks (1) to instantiate its theories and
(2) to t various pie es together to form a oherent whole.
13
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4.1

Computational Pro esses of Comportment

Now we are ready to probe these ideas further. First, we need to gain a better understanding of
omportment, beyond mere philosophi al spe ulation. In this subse tion, we shall examine the omputational pro esses of omportment. We shall also look into the development of omportment in
the \ontogenesis" of an individual agent, whi h is the most important means by whi h omportment
is a quired (although some innate stru tures might be formed evolutionarily, a priori, as mentioned
before).
Generally speaking, while performing everyday a tivities (espe ially in dire t omportment), the
agent is under time pressure: Often, a mundane a tion \de ision" has to be made in a fra tion of a
se ond; it annot involve mu h of \information pro essing", and falls outside of Allen Newell's \rational
band" (i.e, ognitive pro esses that take minutes or hours to omplete, whi h is what ognitive s ien e
and AI traditionally deal with; Rosenbloom et al 1993). The agent is also severely limited in other
resour es, su h as memory, so that memorizing and analyzing all the previous experien e (in detail) is
impossible (although some form of episodi memory obviously exists). The per eptual ability of the
agent is also limited in that only lo al information is available. Goals may not be expli it and a priori
to an agent either. They may be implied in reinfor ements/payo s re eived, and they are pursued by
an agent as a side-e e t of trying to maximize reinfor ements/payo s.
Learning of omportment is an experiential, trial-and-error pro ess; the agent develops its ompeten e, tentatively, on an on-going basis (be ause it annot wait until the end of its experien e before
making a de ision and starting to learn). 14 In general, as demonstrated by the models of Nosofsky
et al (1994) and Medin et al. (1987), human learning is mostly gradual, on-going, and on urrent
(on-line), whi h is espe ially true in learning omportment. The hara teristi s of the world, from the
viewpoint of the learning agent, need not be stationary. It an be nonstationary (\drifting") in several
ways: (1) The world an hange over time; thus, the revision of omportment stru tures learned by
an agent may be ne essary. (2) Even when the world per se is stationary, it may still seem evolving to
an agent learning to ope with the world, be ause di erent regions of the world may exhibit di erent
hara teristi s and thus revisions over time may be required (Widmer and Kubat 1996). In general,
there is no presele ted set of instan es that provide a xed view of the world. (3) On e a stru ture
is revised, the agent has to view whatever it experien ed before in new ways (be ause the urrent
omportment stru tures serve as a \ lter" through whi h the agent sees the world), and thus the
experien e may seem di erent and the world nonstationary. (4) There is a la k of a lear and steady
riterion for learning omportment. Reinfor ement/payo s may be re eived sporadi ally, and it is up
to the agent to de ide what to make of them. The agent has to assign redits/blames on the basis of
what is already known, whi h is onstantly hanging. Sin e the learning riterion is a moving target,
the learning pro ess be omes nonstationary.
There are some existing omputational methods available to a omplish simple forms of su h
learning. Chief among them is the temporal di eren e method (Sutton 1988), a type of reinfor ement
learning that learns through exploiting the di eren e in evaluating a tions in su essive steps and thus
handling sequen es in an in remental fashion. Another approa h, geneti algorithm (Holland et al
1986), may also be used to ta kle this kind of task. An an example, to implement the rst approa h
using neural nets, as dis ussed in Sun (1997), we an use a four-layered network in whi h the rst
three layers form a ba kpropagation network (feedforward or re urrent; Rumelhart and M Clelland
14

It may not be lear what onstitutes a unit of experien e and how long it is; resour e limitation may prevent the
agent from remembering sequen es of past events.
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1986) for omputing output a tion values (i.e., Q-values; Watkins 1989) and the fourth layer performs
sto hasti de ision making (Watkins 1989). The network an be internally subsymboli , involving
distributed features as developed automati ally through the ba kpropagation algorithm. The output
of the third layer indi ates the value of ea h a tion (represented by an individual node). The value
is an evaluation of the \quality" of an a tion in a given input state. To a quire these values, we
an use the standard Q-learning algorithm (a temporal di eren e reinfor ement learning algorithm as
mentioned earlier). It basi ally ompares the values of su essive a tions and adjusts an evaluation
fun tion on that basis, without expli itly involving and representing goals, states, and out omes. (For
details of Q-learning, see Watkins (1989) as well as more re ent treatments su h as Kaelbling et al
(1996).) The afore-spe i ed model is in fa t one part of our overall model (named Clarion), that
is spe i ally on erned with omportment (Sun 1997, Sun and Peterson 1998 a, b). Clearly, in this
implementation of omportment, there is no elaborate internal representation, and no pointer between
di erent entities representing mental states ( f. Bi khard 1998), as has been spe i ed earlier.
4.2

Computational Pro esses of Con eptual Pro essing

Let us now dis uss omputational pro esses of high-level on eptual pro essing with (expli it) representation, during everyday a tivities of agents.
Let us see how expli it representation is a quired. We have dis ussed the idea of \bottom-up"
learning. But how do we a omplish \bottom-up" learning omputationally? Admittedly, there are
many symboli rule learning algorithms out there for learning expli it rules (as a form of high-level
expli it representation). However, the afore-identi ed hara teristi s of everyday a tivities (se tion
4.1) render most existing rule learning algorithms inappli able, be ause they require either pre onstru ted exemplar sets (Mi halski 1983, Quinlan 1986, 1990), in rementally given onsistent instan es
(Mit hell 1982, Fisher 1986, Utgo 1989), or omplex manipulations of learned symboli stru tures
when in onsisten y is dis overed (whi h is typi ally more omplex than the limited time an agent may
have in rea tive a tivities; Hirsh 1994). \Drifting" as analyzed before is learly more than noise and
in onsisten y as onsidered by some learning algorithms, be ause it involves hanges over time and
may lead to radi al hanges in learned knowledge. Above all, most of the rule learning algorithms
do not handle the learning of sequen es, whi h is an essential form of agents' everyday a tivities and
ne essarily involves temporal redit assignment.
Therefore, algorithms have to be developed spe i ally for the purpose of modeling the a quisition
of expli it representation in agents (Sun and Peterson 1998 a, b). The algorithms should be bottom-up;
that is, they utilize whatever is learned in the lower level (the part of the omputational model that
implements omportment, des ribed in the previous subse tion) and onstru t symboli representation
at the higher level (the part that implements on eptual pro essing in agents). The basi idea for su h
bottom-up learning is as follows: If some a tion de ided by the bottom level of an agent is su essful
(being su essful ould mean a number of di erent things; see Sun and Peterson 1998 a, b regarding
details), then the agent extra ts an expli it rule that orresponds to the a tion sele ted by the bottom
level and adds the rule to the top level. Then, in subsequent intera tion with the world, the agent
veri es the extra ted rule by onsidering the out ome of applying the rule: If the out ome is not
su essful, then the rule should be made more spe i and ex lusive of the urrent ase; if the out ome
is su essful, the agent may try to generalize the rule to make it more universal. (Spe ialization and
generalization are done based on a tually en ountered situations, and thus sear h is minimal.) To
measure the su ess or failure of a step in order to learn rules, some statisti al riteria (based on
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information gain) have been developed and tested in Sun and Peterson (1998a, b).
We use a lo alist onne tionist model for representing these rules (where \lo alist" means that
ea h on ept is represented separately by an individual node in a network). Basi ally, we onne t
the nodes representing onditions of a rule to the node representing the on lusion (through standard
sigmoid a tivation fun tions). That is, we translate the stru ture of a set of rules into the stru ture
of a network. See e.g. Sun (1994, 1995) for details of lo alist en oding. The rule learning algorithm
(as des ribed above) is implemented on top of the lo alist network (Sun and Peterson 1998 a, b). The
use of the learned rules is through a number of inferen e algorithms (su h as ba kward haining and
forward haining), whi h are also implemented on top of the network (through ontrolling a tivation
propagation; Sun 1997).
Besides bottom-up in uen es, there are also \top-down" in uen es (in learning and otherwise). In
learning, su h in uen es have been amply studied and modeled by top-down learning models su h as
ACT (Anderson 1983 and Anderson and Lebiere 1998). In our framework, when a rule is given, the
agent an represent it in the top-level rule network and onne t it to existing representation. 15 We
an go one step further by performing rule assimilation, by whi h rules given externally, besides being
represented in the top level, are assimilated into the bottom level and thus be ome more e e tive
(see Anderson 1983, Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1987). We an train the bottom level a ording to rules
given in the top level, using supervised learning (e.g., ba kpropagation). Aside from learning, topdown in uen es are apparent in performan e as well. For example, Rips (1989) showed that even
ategorization does not rely on just similarity but also reasoning from rules. The omputational
pro esses of top-down in uen es an be based on ombining the out omes of the two levels in making
de isions (Sun 1997).
The afore-des ribed ideas on erning omputational pro esses of both omportment (sub on eptual
pro essing) and on eptual pro essing have been implemented in a ( omputational) ognitive model
named Clarion. The model has been des ribed extensively in a series of papers, in luding Sun (1997),
Sun and Peterson (1998 a, b), and Sun et al (1998a, b, 1999). Essentially, as des ribed above, it is
made up of two levels, the top level on eptual and the bottom level sub on eptual ( omportmentoriented). 16 The two levels intera t in a tion sele tion, through ombining a tion re ommendations
from the two levels respe tively, and they ooperate in learning through the afore-des ribed bottom-up
and top-down pro esses. The model grounds symbols and symboli representation through bottom-up
learning and through omportment with the world.
4.3

Con ept Formation

While learning rules, Clarion forms on epts (Sun and Peterson 1998 b). Although there are available
distributed features in the bottom level for spe ifying rule onditions, a separate node is instead set up
in the top level to represent the ondition of a rule, that onne ts to the distributed features. So along
with indu ed rules, lo alist (i.e., symboli ) representation of on epts are formed. Ea h lo alist node
is linked to its orresponding distributed features in the bottom level, from whi h it was abstra ted,
through bottom-up a tivation (using a standard sigmoid a tivation fun tion with uniform weights).
This kind of on ept representation is basi ally a prototype model (Smith and Medin 1981, Ros h
15

Alternatively, supervised learning on the rule network an be performed with, e.g., ba kpropagation for slower
learning of the rule (Rumelhart and M Clelland 1986).
16
There is also a separate memory system as des ribed in Sun (1997).
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1978). Lo alist nodes serve as identi ation and en oding of features, in a bottom-up dire tion. They
also serve to trigger relevant distributed features, in a top-down dire tion, on e a on ept is brought
into attention. 17

Moreover, on epts formed in this way in Clarion are ontext-dependent and task-oriented, beause they are always formed with regard to the tasks at hand while exploiting environmental regularities (Heidegger 1927a, Okrent 1996). The representation of an agent, for the most part, need
not be determined a priori. Being emphasized in Clarion is the fun tional role of on epts and the
importan e of fun tion in forming on epts. A on ept is formed as part of a rule, whi h is learned
to a omplish a task in a ertain environment. Therefore, a quired on epts are fun tional. The task
ontext and the experien e help an agent to determine whi h features in the environment need to be
emphasized, what obje ts should be grouped together, and thus what onstitutes a separate ategory
of obje ts (that is, a on ept). (See Sun and Peterson (1998 b) for a more detailed analysis of on epts
formed by agents during learning of spe i tasks.) This may explain why most human on epts are
(more or less) on erned with existentially and biologi ally signi ant aspe ts of the world; they are
not just \obje tive" lassi ations (Lako and Johnson 1980, Lave 1988).
Su h on ept formation and representation may have interesting impli ations for the frame problem
in AI. The frame problem refers to the diÆ ulty in keeping tra k of many propositions on erning a
situation that may be in a onstant ux. Any hange in the situation may lead to the validation of
many propositions and the invalidation of many others. This may lead to very high omputational
omplexity when we need to reason about the situation. This idea of \tra king" was envisaged in the
purely symboli representational frameworks of traditional AI, whi h make su h a pro ess ne essary.
However, on epts being grounded, ontext-dependent, and task-oriented (su h as in Clarion) may
alleviate the need for su h \tra king". In this alternative approa h, ea h situation is rea ted to, rst
and foremost, by low-level omportment and then, through low-level omportment, it triggers proper
on epts and propositions at the higher level, whi h thus produ es inferen es that are tailored to the
situation (Sun 1994). Purely logi al reasoning on erning ea h and every proposition possible (as
envisaged by the traditional approa hes) is omputationally ex essive and is rendered unne essary by
this approa h (Sun 1994, 1995). (Certainly, we need mu h more work along this dire tion to further
elu idate the potential of this alternative view.)

5

Representation and Intentionality: An Assessment

Now we an revisit the issue of representation. I was riti al of the traditionally dominant and urrently
lingering position on representation in ognitive s ien e. However, reje ting representationalism does
not ne essarily mean reje ting (weak notions of) representation and symbols.
Let us examine Clarion. In this model, the top level indeed onsists of representation in the sense
implied by representationalism; this is be ause en oding used there is pun tate (with ea h item being
in an isolatable node) and also elaborate (with represented items forming a rather omplete model of
a domain, if Clarion is given enough time to learn). Moreover, the representation is symboli , in
the sense that a on ept is assigned to an arbitrary node, without any intrinsi onne tion between
a node and what it represents. Synta ti stru tures ( on atenative ompositional stru tures; Fodor
1975) an be built on the basis of su h representation. Synta ti ally sensitive symboli pro essing
17

They also fa ilitate \inheritan e" reasoning using distributed features, as dis ussed in (Sun 1994, 1995).
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an be performed on them. This level of the model is thus representational. However, the bottom
level of Clarion is di erent. A onne tionist model (viz. a ba kpropagation network; Rumelhart and
M Clelland 1986) is used; thus distributed feature en oding is involved. In su h a s heme, there is
no symbol, that is, no lexi al item that an be assigned arbitrary meanings. Moreover, it is not a
priori determined (beside ertain presumably biologi ally built-in onstraints). The en oding does not
exist before an agent learns to intera t with the world and thus develops; it is intrinsi ally tied to the
experien e of intera tion between an agent and its environment. There is no synta ti stru ture in that
level (in the sense of on atenative ompositional stru tures; Fodor 1975). Thus this level of Clarion
is non-representational. Putting the two levels together, Clarion in orporates both representation
and nonrepresentation. However, the model does not simply juxtapose the two qualitatively di erent
omponents, but ombines them in an integral framework, so the two parts of the model an intera t
and ooperate. 18
What is the impli ation of the above dis ussion for the question of intentionality? Let us ompare
how the meanings of the ontents of the bottom level and the top level are determined. To understand
this issue, the notions of intrinsi intentionality and derived intentionality (Searle 1980) are pertinent.
A ording to Heidegger (1927b), representation presupposes the more basi omportment with the
world. Comportment arries with it a dire t and unmediated relation to, and referen e of, things in
the world; being-with-things is a fundamental form of being-in-the-world, a bridge to the existential
ontext of an agent. Therefore, it provides an intrinsi intentionality (meanings), or in other words,
a onne tion (to things in the world) that is intrinsi to an agent, given a parti ular existential
ontext of the agent (and its biologi al pre-endowment). In addition to intrinsi intentionality,
there is the other kind of intentionality, derived intentionality, whi h is obtained through derivative
means.
In Clarion, intentionality an be ategorized into these two kinds pre isely: the
bottom-level pro esses that apture dire t omportment with the world and the top-level pro esses
that are the result of extra ting rules and on epts from the bottom-level pro esses. The bottom-level
pro esses a quire their internal en oding through learning from the experien e of dire t intera tion
with the world, and thus the meanings of the en oding lie in the intrinsi ness of the weights and
the wiring, whi h are determined by the pro ess of unmediated intera tion (using Q-learning and
ba kpropagation in the model). 19 The top-level pro esses result from extra tion, i.e., derivation.
Thus the meanings or intentionality of the representation an only be tra ed to the derivation pro ess.
Through derivation/extra tion, as well as through the on-going onne tion to the bottom level (both
top-down and bottom-up onne tions), symbols at the top level are \grounded" in the bottom level
and, through the bottom level, in the omportment with the world. I want to emphasize that not only
symbols themselves are derived from the bottom-level pro esses but the meanings of these symbols
are thus also derived from these pro esses.
Moreover, although Heidegger re ognized the ontologi al pre eden e of intrinsi intentionality,
it is also important to further re ognize, as in our model, that intrinsi intentionality is not only
ontologi ally prior to derived intentionality, but also developmentally (ontogeneti ally) prior to it, in
individual agents. As demonstrated by Inhelder and Piaget (1958), a hild learns on epts and s hemas
only when the hild learns to intera t with obje ts in the world, and more and more omplex on epts
are developed through more and more omplex intera tion with obje ts. As suggested by Karmilo Smith (1992), the in reasing sophisti ation and mastery of on epts are a omplished, in part, through
18

This ooperation produ es synergisti results (see Sun and Peterson 1998 a, b for demonstrations of synergy resulting
from the intera tion of the two omponents).
19
Su h weights and wiring, unlike arbitrarily sele ted en oding at the top level, are intrinsi ally determined by the
input and output during the intera tion, as well as by their initial settings.
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a \representational redes ription" pro ess: First, a hild a quires an embodied performan e ability,
then through representational redes ription, i.e., extra ting expli it representation, the hild learns
expli it on epts and thereby further improves performan e. Clarion, as des ribed earlier, roughly
aptures this developmental pro ess (in a qualitative way; Sun 1997).

6
6.1

Further Dis ussions
Comparisons

We an ontrast the above-outlined approa h with some traditional thinking on ognition. One major
di eren e we see is that traditional thinking tends to overlook various external fa tors in ognition.
David Hume (Hume 1938) believed that ognition an only be understood on the basis of sense data
that an individual agent re eives, based on whi h an agent forms asso iations that relate them, in
order to make sense of them. In William James's The Prin iples of Psy hology (James 1890), in a
total of 28 hapters overing a wide ranging set of topi s, ognition is onstrued as merely an internal
pro ess that works on data provided by external sour es. In Readings in Cognitive S ien e edited
by Collins and Smith (1988), a major olle tion of signi ant early work in ognitive s ien e, the
eld of ognitive s ien e was de ned to be \the interdis iplinary study of the a quisition and use
of knowledge". Despite the fa t that knowledge is the result of agents' intera tion with the world
(individually and/or olle tively), there is no treatment of su h dynami on-going intera tion in the
book.
In ontemporary ognitive s ien e and AI, although ideas similar to some of those outlined in
the present framework have started to seep into various segments of di erent resear h ommunities
(see, e.g., Russell and Norvig 1995, Hut hins 1995, Agre 1995, Damasio 1994, Sun 1994), ognitive
s ien e/AI, as a whole, has not been parti ularly hospitable to these new ideas. See e.g. Vera and
Simon (1993) and Hayes, Ford and Agnew (1994) for a glimpse of the opposing views.
Another ontrast is with regard to the duality in ognition (the dual pro esses), whi h has long been
spe ulated upon. Although the notion of the ons ious vs. the sub ons ious has aptivated pop ulture
ever sin e Freud (Freud 1937, Kit her 1992), in mainstream a ademi psy hology (espe ially ognitive
psy hology) and in mainstream a ademi philosophy, it is not quite readily a epted (although there
are some notable ex eptions). The distin tion of the on eptual vs. the sub on eptual was proposed,
in the ontext of analyzing onne tionist models (Smolensky 1988), as a sort of substitute for the
distin tion of the ons ious vs. the sub ons ious (to avoid the ontroversies surrounding the latter).
The distin tion of the on eptual vs. the sub on eptual has not been very popular either. In ontrast,
we take su h di hotomies seriously and use them as the basis of our approa h.
One additional note should be made regarding the relation between our di hotomy and the di hotomy of de larative vs. pro edural knowledge (Anderson 1983), whi h ame losest to our di hotomy.
The two di hotomies are very similar, ex ept that Anderson's model did not a ount well for bottomup learning, be ause it is based (mostly) on top-down learning (to apture various instru ted learning
situations), and thus it did not a ount for the derivation and the grounding of symbols and representation.
The approa h outlined here is onsistent with the situated ognition view (intera tivism), in the
sense that oping with the world means a ting in an environmentally driven fashion and dealing with
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moment-to-moment ontingen ies. Our approa h re e ts su h a view through a fo us on rea ting to
the urrent state of the world. Also in line with the situated ognition view and intera tivism, learning
in our approa h is tied losely to spe i situations as experien ed (to re e t and exploit environmental
ontingen ies and regularities). But there are some obvious di eren es. The situated ognition view
often laims that there should not be any elaborate model of the world or elaborate representation.
However, instead of being ompletely antitheti al to the representationalist view and hastily avoiding
any representation or model, we take a more in lusive approa h: We show that expli it representation
an be onstru ted on the basis of situated learning by situated agents through a bottom-up pro ess,
thus unifying the two ontradi tory views.
6.2

Con luding Remarks

This arti le shows how representation and representational ontent emerge in the intera tion between
an agent and its environment. It hypothesizes the pro ess that goes from unmediated omportment
with the world to mediated (symboli and on eptual) representation and the on omitant on eptual
pro essing.
Our framework outlined above re on iles representationalism and situated ognition intera tivism.
It does so through expli ating the ru ial role played by dire t and unmediated omportment. Comportment bridges the gap between the world and the internal (expli it) representation in an agent. It
makes (expli it) representation possible by giving rise to it through experien e.
The key of our work lies in re ognizing the fa t that experien es (everyday a tivities) ome rst
and representation omes later (whi h has been re ognized by many) and, based on that , onstru ting omputational models that demonstrate the feasibility of this view (whi h is novel). Instead of
Des artes' motto \I think, therefore I am" (or the revisionist version \I feel, therefore I am"; Damasio
1994), we now argue that ( omputationally) it an be and should be \I am, therefore I think". I
believe that this reversal sets the priority right for omputational ognitive modeling, as well as for
ognitive s ien e in general.
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